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Little will be the new big at July 10 art reception

“A Little Rothko Gets
Down and Dirty”
5” x 7”

“Thoughts That Soar”
giveaways
A
limited
supply
of
4” x 6”
images
from my
“Thoughts
That
Soar”
series of
inspiring
quotes
will be
given to
attendees at the Friday, July 10
art reception from 5 - 8 PM at
Exhibit A Gallery (next to SEVEN
Restaurant) on Prospect in Peoria
Heights.
If you are able to attend, make
sure to drop by the “Thoughts That
Soar” table and pick out an image
that resonates with you.

On Friday, July 10 from 5 - 8 PM,
Exhibit A Gallery on Prospect in
Peoria Heights will be holding an art
reception that will feature some of my
latest paintings. While I’ll have some
larger work on display, little will be
the new big when I share several
sets of smaller 6” x 6” and 5” x 7”
pieces.
The fun catch is that I’ll be holding
the exhibit with my artistic 8 year-old
niece Chloé whose artwork I’ve
encouraged and nurtured over the
past few years. I’ve posted so many
of her paintings on my Facebook
page that she is developing quite the
fan base and following!
The exhibit is aptly called, Playing
in Color, because when it comes to
our artwork, both Chloé and I are
children at heart. We love to play
with paint and create simple images
and color patterns.
We hope you’ll join us for our
opening reception on July 10, so
mark your calendars and plan to
attend!

Aunt Sue and Chloé are looking forward
to Exhibit A’s art reception from 5-8 PM
on Friday, July 10. Plan to drop on by!
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